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Abstract

1. Introduction
Graphs are all around us. Whether we watch a show on
Netflix, browse through friends’ feeds on Facebook, buy
something on Amazon, or look up a researcher on Google,
chances are that our actions trigger queries on a large graph.
Movie and book databases are often encoded as knowledge
graphs for efficient recommendation systems. Social media
services rely on social graphs. Shopping platforms leverage
product co-purchasing networks to boost sales. Citation
indices like Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar
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Deep graph neural networks (GNNs) have
achieved excellent results on various tasks on increasingly large graph datasets with millions of
nodes and edges. However, memory complexity has become a major obstacle when training
deep GNNs for practical applications due to the
immense number of nodes, edges, and intermediate activations. To improve the scalability of
GNNs, prior works propose smart graph sampling
or partitioning strategies to train GNNs with a
smaller set of nodes or sub-graphs. In this work,
we study reversible connections, group convolutions, weight tying, and equilibrium models to
advance the memory and parameter efficiency of
GNNs. We find that reversible connections in
combination with deep network architectures enable the training of overparameterized GNNs that
significantly outperform existing methods on multiple datasets. Our models RevGNN-Deep (1001
layers with 80 channels each) and RevGNN-Wide
(448 layers with 224 channels each) were both
trained on a single commodity GPU and achieve
an ROC-AUC of 87.74 ± 0.13 and 88.14 ± 0.15
on the ogbn-proteins dataset. To the best of our
knowledge, RevGNN-Deep is the deepest GNN
in the literature by one order of magnitude.
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Figure 1. ROC-AUC score vs. GPU memory consumption on
the ogbn-proteins dataset. We find that deep reversible GNNs
are very powerful and outperform existing models by a margin;
our best models are RevGNN-Deep and RevGNN-Wide. We also
compare reversible connections (RevGNN-x), weight-tying (WTx), and equilibrium models (DEQ-x) for 112-layer deep GNNs
(x denotes the number of channels per layer). Reversible models
consistently achieve the same or better performance as the baseline
using only a fraction of the memory. Weight-tied and equilibrium
models offer a good performance to parameter efficiency trade-off.
√
Datapoint size is proportional to p, where p is the number of
parameters.

construct large citation graphs. Even the Internet itself is
in essence a vast graph with billions of nodes and edges.
Graphs are also powerful tools for representing 3D data
such as point clouds and meshes or biological data such as
molecular structures and protein interactions.
One prominent and powerful approach to process such
graphs are graph neural networks (GNNs). GNNs have
achieved impressive performance on relatively small graph
datasets (Yang et al., 2016; Zitnik & Leskovec, 2017; Shchur
et al., 2018). Unfortunately, the most interesting and impactful real-world problems rely on very large graphs where limited GPU memory quickly becomes a bottleneck. In order
to train GNN models on large graphs, the common practice
is to reduce the number of model parameters. This is counterproductive, since processing larger graphs would likely
benefit from more parameters. While there is evidence that
over-parameterized models generalize better (Neyshabur
et al., 2019; Belkin et al., 2019), the relationship between
performance and parameters is best illustrated in the context
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of language modelling. Recent progress in natural language
processing (NLP) has been enabled by a massive increase
in parameter counts: GPT (110M) (Radford et al.), BERT
(340M) (Devlin et al., 2019), GPT-3 (175B) (Brown et al.,
2020), Gshard-M4 (600B) (Lepikhin et al., 2021), and DeepSpeed (1T) (Rasley et al., 2020). More parameters mean
deeper or wider networks that consume more memory.

backpropagate through the equilibrium point using implicit
differentiation. Hence, we do not need to store intermediate
states and get an infinite-depth network at the memory and
parameter cost of a single layer.

GNNs have shown a lot of promise on recent large-scale
graph datasets such as Open Graph Benchmark (OGB) (Hu
et al., 2020) and Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) (Wang
et al., 2020). Recent works (Li et al., 2019; 2020; Chen
et al., 2020) have successfully trained deep models with a
large number of parameters and achieved state-of-the-art
performance. However, these models have large memory
footprints and operate at the physical limits of current hardware. In order to apply deeper and wider GNNs with more
parameters, we need either different hardware or more efficient architectures that consume less memory.

Our analysis of these methods shows that deep reversible
architectures are the most powerful in terms of achieving
state-of-the-art performance on benchmark datasets. This
is due to their very large capacity at low memory cost and
only slightly increased training time. Weight-tied models
offer constant parameter size regardless of depth. However, due to the smaller number of parameters, performance
on large datasets suffers and has to be compensated by increasing the width. Finally, graph equilibrium models have
the same memory efficiency as reversible models and the
same parameter efficiency as weight-tied models. They perform similarly to weight-tied models, and the training time
vs. performance tradeoff can be further adjusted by tuning
the number of iterations in each optimization step.

Existing works try to overcome the memory bottleneck by
mini-batch training, i.e. sampling a smaller set of nodes
(Hamilton et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018b;a) or partitioning large graphs (Chiang et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2020)
into smaller subgraphs and sampling from those. These approaches have proven successful, but they introduce further
hyperparameters that need to be tuned. For instance, if the
sampled size of nodes or subgraphs is too small, it may break
important structures in the graph. While these methods are a
step in the right direction, they do not scale well as the models become deeper or wider, since memory consumption is
still dependent on the number of layers. Another approach
is efficient propagation via K-power adjacency matrices or
graph diffusion matrices (Wu et al., 2019; Klicpera et al.,
2019; Bojchevski et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Frasca et al.,
2020). However, the propagation schemes of these methods
are non-trainable, which may lead to sub-optimality.

Our methods can be applied to different GNN operators. In
our experiments, we successfully apply them to GCN (Kipf
& Welling, 2017), GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017), GAT
(Veličković et al., 2018), and DeepGCN (Li et al., 2019). We
can also combine the proposed techniques with samplingbased methods to further reduce memory and boost performance on some datasets. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to train a GNN with more than 1000 layers. Our
model RevGNN-Deep, outperforms all state-of-the-art approaches on the ogbn-proteins dataset (Hu et al., 2020) with
an ROC-AUC of 87.74%, while only consuming 2.86 GB
of GPU memory during training, one order of magnitude
less than the current top performer. We can also trade our
memory savings for larger width, pushing performance to
new heights. Our RevGNN-Wide achieves an ROC-AUC
of 88.24% on the ogbn-proteins dataset, ranking first on the
leaderboard by a large margin.

Inspired by efficient architectures from computer vision and
natural language processing (Gomez et al., 2017; Xie et al.,
2017; Bai et al., 2018; 2019), here we investigate several
methods to obtain more efficient GNNs that use less memory
than conventional architectures while achieving state-of-theart results (see Figure 1). We explore grouped reversible
graph connections in order to reduce the memory complexity
with respect to the number of layers from O(L) to O(1). In
other words, the memory consumption is independent of the
depth. This allows us to train very deep, over-parameterized
models with constant memory consumption.

In summary, we investigate several techniques to increase
the memory efficiency of GNNs and perform an extensive
analysis. We significantly outperform current state-of-theart methods on several datasets by employing reversible
connections to train deeper and wider models. Further, we
demonstrate the generality of these techniques by applying
them to multiple GNN operators. We release our implementation, which supports PyTorch Geometric (Fey & Lenssen,
2019) and the Deep Graph Library (Wang et al., 2019a).

We also investigate parameter-efficient architectures. We
study deep weight-tied GNNs that have the parameter cost
of only a single layer. We also develop a deep graph equilibrium GNN, which is essentially a weight-tied network with
infinite depth. We directly solve for the equilibrium point of
this infinite-layer network using a root-finding method. We

2. Related Work
GNNs were introduced by Gori et al. (2005) and Scarselli
et al. (2008) for learning a graph representation by finding stable states through fixed-point iterations. Bruna et al.
(2014) generalized Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
to graphs using the Fourier basis by computing the eigen-
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decomposition of the graph Laplacian. Follow-up works
(Henaff et al., 2015; Defferrard et al., 2016; Kipf & Welling,
2017; Levie et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018) propose different
ways to improve and extend spectral GNNs. For instance,
Kipf & Welling (2017) simplify spectral graph convolutions
by limiting the filters to operate on 1-hop neighborhoods.
Instead of defining GNNs from the spectral view, Gilmer
et al. (2017) introduce a general framework termed Message Passing Neural Networks (MPNNs) to unify GNNs.
MPNNs define convolutions on the graph by propagating
messages from spatial neighbors. Many subsequent works
(Hamilton et al., 2017; Monti et al., 2017; Niepert et al.,
2016; Gao et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2019; Veličković et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2019b) fall into this framework.

the memory complexity of storing activations is O(LN D).
GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017) incorporates a recursive node-wise sampling scheme to improve the scalability
of GNNs. Instead of training on the whole graph, GraphSAGE uniformly samples a fixed number of neighbors for
a batch of nodes. However, the recursive neighborhood
leads to exponential memory complexity as the number of
GNN layers increases. If B is the batch size of nodes and
R is the number of sampled neighbors per node, the memory complexity of GraphSAGE is O(RL BD). VR-GCN
(Chen et al., 2018b) enhances GraphSAGE by reducing the
variance of mini-batch training to increase the convergence
rate. However, to reduce the estimation variance, historical
activations need to be stored in memory (O(LN D)).

Most prior state-of-the-art (SOTA) works are limited to shallow depths due to the over-smoothing (Li et al., 2018) and
vanishing gradient problems (Li et al., 2019; 2021) present
in GNNs. Current works have explored different approaches
to resolve these difficulties in training deep GNNs. The first
line of research employs skip connections across layers. Xu
et al. (2018) propose jump connections to adaptively select intermediate representations to the last layer. Li et al.
(2019) adapt residual and dense connections (He et al., 2016;
Huang et al., 2017) and dilated convolutions (Yu & Koltun,
2016) from CNNs to GNNs; they successfully train GNNs
with up to 56 layers on 3D point clouds and achieve SOTA
results. Li et al. (2020) train a 112-layer residual GNN and
achieve SOTA performance on the large-scale ogbn-proteins
dataset (Hu et al., 2020). Other works also demonstrate that
residual connections aid in training deeper GNNs (Gong
et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021). We push
further along the path of deep residual GNNs and train a
SOTA model with more than 1000 layers by addressing the
memory bottleneck of current approaches.

To avoid recursive neighborhood expansion, FastGCN
(Chen et al., 2018a) performs layer-wise sampling to subsample nodes for each layer independently with a degreebased distribution. While this further reduces the memory
complexity to O(LRBD), it leads to sparse connections.
To better maintain the graph structure, Cluster-GCN (Chiang
et al., 2019) and GraphSAINT (Zeng et al., 2020) propose
subgraph-wise sampling methods for mini-batch training
with memory complexity O(LBD). However, even with
smart sampling methods, GNNs still do not scale as the
number of layers increases (i.e. the L dimension). We tackle
this issue and study orthogonal approaches that eliminate
the L dimension from the memory complexity. Our techniques enable unlimited network depth at no memory cost
and can be combined with existing sampling methods.

Researchers have also studied different normalization and
regularization techniques such as DropEdge (Rong et al.,
2020), DropConnect (Hasanzadeh et al., 2020), PairNorm
(Zhao & Akoglu, 2019), weight normalization (Oono &
Suzuki, 2019), differentiable group normalization (Zhou
et al., 2020), and GraphNorm (Cai et al., 2020). Another line
of work (Wu et al., 2019; Klicpera et al., 2019; Bojchevski
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Frasca et al., 2020) proposes
an efficient propagation scheme to avoid stacking layers
by incorporating multi-hop information into a single GNN
layer via K-th power adjacency matrices or personalized
PageRank diffusion matrices. However, the propagation
scheme of these methods is non-trainable, thus making it
difficult to learn hierarchical features and limiting capacity.
Many applications yield huge graphs with millions of nodes
and edges. Memory limitations preclude full-batch training
in such settings. Specifically, to train an L-layer GNN with
D hidden channels on a graph G with N nodes and M edges,

3. Building Deep GNNs
3.1. Preliminaries
A graph G is represented by a tuple G = hV, Ei, where
V = { v1 , v2 , ..., vN } is an unordered set of vertices and
E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges. Let N and M denote
the number of vertices and edges, respectively. For convenience, a graph can be equivalently defined as an adjacency matrix A ∈ A ⊂ RN ×N , where ai,j denotes the
link relation between vertex vi and vj . In some scenarios, vertices and edges are associated with a vertex feature matrix X ∈ X ⊂ RN ×D and an edge feature matrix
U ∈ U ⊂ RM ×F , respectively. We use GNN operators that
map the vertex feature matrix X, the adjacency matrix A,
and the edge feature matrix U (optional) to a transformed
vertex feature matrix X 0 :
fw : X × A × U 7→ X 0 ,

(1)

where fw (X, A, U ) is parameterized by learnable parameters w. For simplicity, we assume that the transformed
vertex feature matrix X 0 has the same dimension as the
input vertex feature matrix X. We also assume that the
adjacency matrix A is the same for all GNN layers. When
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the edge feature matrix U is present, it is fed into each layer
with its initial values U (0) .
3.2. Over-parameterized GNNs
Deep GNNs. Recent works (Li et al., 2019; 2020) show
how adding residual connections (He et al., 2016) to vertex features (X 0 = fw (X, A, U ) + X) enables training
deep GNNs that achieve promising results on graph datasets.
However, the memory complexity of the activations remains
O(LN D), where L is the number of GNN layers, N is
the number of vertices, and D is the size of vertex features.
Hence, the memory consumption of deep GNNs scales linearly with the number of layers. Since the memory footprint
of the network parameters is usually negligible, we focus
on memory consumption induced by the activations.
Grouped Reversible GNNs. Inspired by reversible networks (Gomez et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019; Kitaev et al.,
2019) and grouped convolutions (Krizhevsky et al., 2012;
Xie et al., 2017), we generalize reversible residual connections to grouped reversible residual connections for GNNs.
Specifically, the input vertex feature matrix X is uniformly
partitioned into C groups hX1 , X2 , ..., XC i across the chanD
nel dimension, where Xi ∈ RN × C . A grouped reversible
GNN block operates on a group of inputs and produces a
group of outputs: hX1 , X2 , ..., XC i 7→ hX10 , X20 , ..., XC0 i.
The forward pass is defined as follows:
X00 =

C
X

Xi

(2)

0
Xi0 = fwi (Xi−1
, A, U ) + Xi , i ∈ {1, · · · , C},

(3)

where X00 is designed for exchanging information across
groups. Unlike conventional GNNs, grouped reversible
GNNs only need to save the output vertex features of
the last GNN block in GPU memory for backpropagation.
Therefore, the memory complexity of activations becomes
O(N D), which is independent of the depth of the network.
Note that the adjacency matrix A and the edge feature matrix
U are not updated during message passing. During the backward pass, only the input vertex features are reconstructed,
on the fly, from the output vertex features hX10 , X20 , ..., XC0 i
for backpropagation:
0
Xi = Xi0 − fwi (Xi−1
, A, U ), i ∈ {2, · · · , C}

X1 =

bi = Dropout(ReLU(Norm(X 0 )))
X
i−1
e
b
Xi = GraphConv(Xi , A, U ).

(7)
(8)

The stochasticity of vanilla dropout layers causes reconstruction errors in the reverse pass. A naive solution would
be to store the dropout pattern for all layers. However, the
dropout patterns have the same dimension as the activations,
which would lead to O(LN D) memory consumption. As
an alternative, we adopt a modified dropout layer in which
the dropout pattern is shared across layers. Therefore, we
only need to store one dropout pattern in every SGD iteration; its memory complexity is independent of the depth:
O(N D). During the reverse pass, the saved dropout pattern
is reactivated to reconstruct the input vertex features.
3.3. Parameter-Efficient GNNs

i=2

X00 =

Owing to the group processing, the number of parameters
reduces as the group size increases. Note that in the special
case where the group size C = 2, we obtain a similar form
to the reversible residual connections proposed for CNNs
(Gomez et al., 2017). The definition above is independent of
the choice of fw . However, we find that normalization layers and dropout layers are essential for training deep GNNs.
To avoid extra memory usage, normalization layers and
dropout layers are embedded into the reversible GNN block.
The GNN block fwi is designed similar to the pre-activation
residual GNN block proposed by Li et al. (2020):

C
X

Xi

i=2
X10 −

fw1 (X00 , A, U ).

(4)

Weight-tied GNNs. Weight-tying is a powerful tool for improving the parameter efficiency of language models (Press
& Wolf, 2017; Inan et al., 2017; Bai et al., 2018). We
take these works as inspiration to study how weight-tying
can improve the parameter efficiency of GNNs. Instead
of having different weights for different GNN blocks, the
weight-tied GNN shares weights across layers. The GNN
model proposed by Scarselli et al. (2008) can be considered the first weight-tied GNN, in which a learned transition
function is used to find stable node states by Banach’s fixed
point theorem (Khamsi & Kirk, 2001). Here we experiment
with weight-tied residual GNNs and weight-tied reversible
GNNs. For weight-tied residual GNNs, we define:
fw(1) := fw(2) . . . := fw(L) ,

(9)

where L is the number of layers. For weight-tied reversible
GNNs, weights are shared in a group-wise manner:

(5)
fw(1)
:= fw(2)
. . . := fw(L)
, i ∈ {1, · · · , C}
i
i
i
(6)

In practice, Xi for i ∈ {2, · · · , C} can be computed in
parallel. To reconstruct X1 , X00 needs to be computed in
advance. After reconstructing the original input vertex features, gradients can be derived through backpropagation.

(10)

Note that we use the same pre-activation GNN block described in Section 3.2 instead of a contraction map used by
Scarselli et al. (2008). Both weight-tied GNNs have explicit
layers and are trained with backpropagation. But the weighttied reversible GNN reconstructs input vertex features on the
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fly during backpropagration. Therefore, the memory complexities of the weight-tied residual GNN and weight-tied
reversible GNN are O(LN D) and O(N D), respectively.

Z ∗ = fwDEQ (Z ∗ , X, A, U ),

(11)

where the state Z represents the transformed node features.
To construct a stable or contractive GNN block, we mimic
the design of MDEQ (Bai et al., 2020). We build a GNN
block as follows:
Z 0 = GraphConv(Zin , A, U )
00

(12)

0

Z = Norm(Z + X)
Z

000

(13)
00

= GraphConv(Dropout(ReLU(Z )), A, U )

Zo = Norm(ReLU(Z

000

+ Z 0 )),

(14)
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Deep Equilibrium GNNs. An alternative way to train
weight-tied GNNs with O(N D) memory consumption is to
use implicit differentiation (Scarselli et al., 2008; Bai et al.,
2019), which assumes that the network can reach an equilibrium state. We construct a GNN model that is assumed
to converge to a fixed point Z ∗ for any given input:
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(15)

where Zin is the input node state, Zo is the output node state,
X serves as the injected input, and Z 0 forms an internal
residual signal to the output Zo . In practice, X represents
the initial node features and Zin is initialized to zeros for
the first iteration. Similar to DEQ (Bai et al., 2019), the forward pass of DEQ-GNN is implemented with a root-finding
algorithm (e.g. Broyden’s method) and the gradients are obtained by implicitly differentiating through the equilibrium
node state for the backward pass.
3.4. Analysis of Different Deep GNN Architectures
In the following, we compare the different techniques for
building deep GNNs with respect to their performance,
memory efficiency and parameter efficiency on the ogbnproteins dataset from the Open Graph Benchmark (OGB)
(Hu et al., 2020). We use the same GNN operator (Li et al.,
2020), hyper-parameters (e.g. learning rate, dropout rate,
training epoch, etc.), and optimizers to make the comparison as fair as possible. We use mini-batch training with
random partitioning where graphs are split into 10 parts
during training and 5 parts during testing (Li et al., 2020).
One subgraph is sampled to form a mini-batch at each step.
The reported GPU memory corresponds to the peak GPU
memory usage during the first training epoch.
Baseline GNN. We use a recent pre-activation residual
GNN (Li et al., 2020), which achieves state-of-the-art performance across several OGB datasets, as our baseline. For
simplicity, we use the max aggregation function for all the
ablated models on the ogbn-proteins dataset. We refer to
the baseline model as ResGNN. As shown in Figure 2, the

ResGNN with 112 layers and a channel size of 64 achieves
85.94% ROC-AUC on ogbn-proteins. However, the memory consumption of ResGNN-64 increases linearly with the
number of layers. ResGNN-64 runs out of memory beyond 112 layers, making it impossible to investigate deeper
models with current commodity hardware.
Reversible GNN. Our reversible GNN enables training of
very deep networks with constant memory footprint, as
illustrated in Figure 2 (RevGNN). We use a group size of 2;
since grouping reduces the number of parameters, RevGNN80 has roughly the same number of parameters as ResGNN64 for the same number of layers. While the baseline model
ResGNN-64 cannot go beyond 112 layers due to memory
limitations, RevGNN-80 can go to more than 1000 layers
without additional memory cost and achieves much better
accuracy (87.06% ROC-AUC). We can invest the saved
GPU memory to increase the network width and train a
higher-capacity model. This model is not only deep (448
layers) but also wide (224 channels) and further improves
performance (87.41% ROC-AUC).
Weight-tied GNN. We compare the weight-tied ResGNN
(WT-ResGNN) and its reversible counterpart RevGNN (WTRevGNN) in Figure 3. Both models have approximately the
same number of parameters and achieve a similar accuracy
while the reversible model uses significantly less GPU memory. Since the parameters are shared across GNN layers, the
number of parameters stays constant as the number of layers
increases. For example, with 112 layers, WT-RevGNN-224
has only 337k parameters, while RevGNN-224 has 17.1M
parameters. However, training time and GPU memory consumption are similar while the performance of the weight-
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tied model is worse (85.28% vs. 87.41%) due to diminishing
returns after more than 7 layers. Similar to the results in
Figure 2, this is evidence of a clear correlation between the
number of parameters and performance.
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Equilibrium GNN. Equilibrium networks implicitly model
a weight-tied network with infinite depth. As a result, they
only have the parameter and memory footprint of a single
layer, but the expressiveness of a very deep network. The
initial node features X are used as input injection and the
initial node states Z are set to zero. We implement our
DEQ-GNN based on the original DEQ implementation for
CNNs (Bai et al., 2019). Broyden’s root-finding method
is used (Broyden, 1965) in both the forward pass and the
backward pass to find the equilibrium node states and approximate the inverse Jacobian. The Broyden iterations

terminate when the norm of the objective is smaller than a
tolerance  or a√maximum iteration threshold
is reached. 
√
is set to 10−6 · BD and 2 × 10−10 · BD for the forward
pass and the backward pass respectively, where B is the
number of nodes in the sampled subgraph and D is the channel size. The iteration thresholds in the forward pass and
the backward pass are set to the same value. We examine
different iteration thresholds for DEQ-GNN with a channel
size of 64 (DEQ-GNN-64) and a channel size of 224 (DEQGNN-224) in Figure 4. It can be seen that the iteration
threshold is crucial for good performance, since it affects
the convergence to the equilibrium. We find that DEQ-GNN64 performs similarly to WT-RevGNN-80 with nearly the
same number of parameters and memory consumption. The
wider DEQ-GNN-224 model reaches 85.84% ROC-AUC,
which is comparable to the 112-layer ResGNN-64, with
only around 28% memory footprint and 23% parameters
(Mem: 7.60GB vs. 27.1GB, Params: 537k vs. 2.37M). DEQGNN-224 slightly outperforms WT-RevGNN-224 with only
about 60% of the training time.
Discussion. Reversible networks emerge as the most
promising approach for building deep GNNs that achieve
state-of-the-art performance. They consume much less
memory than the baseline while achieving comparable performance with the same number of parameters (see Figure
1). However, in contrast to the baseline method, we are able
to train very deep networks with more parameters and much
better performance without running out of memory. While
it is possible to go to arbitrary depths with constant memory
consumption, the training time increases. In order to reduce
the number of parameters and inference time, it is possible
to increase the group size. However, we find that group
sizes larger than 2 do not lead to a performance increase
in practice and may even degrade model performance. We
conjecture that this is due to the increased receptive field
of early layers and the smaller number of parameters per
memory. We provide an ablation study in the supplement.
The weight-tied network limits the number of parameters to
a single layer regardless of the effective depth. We find that
going deeper with tied weights boosts performance, but returns eventually diminish (see Figure 3). While parameters
stay constant, going deeper still increases memory consumption, unless the reversible GNN block is used. An extension
of the weight-tied network is the graph equilibrium model.
It represents an infinite-depth weight-tied network and uses
fixed-point iterations to solve for the optimal weights. This
allows for much wider channel size with the same amount
of memory. DEQ-GNNs are faster to train, but have more
hyper-parameters to tune. Please refer to the supplement
for a training time ablation. We find that pretraining is not
necessary, but can further improve the results. The results
reported in this paper are without pretraining for fair comparison. While weight-tied GNNs and equilibrium GNNs
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are not able to achieve state-of-the-art performance, they
are very parameter-efficient, which may be relevant for applications on embedded devices where model size matters.

4. Over-parameterized Deep GNNs
We conduct experiments on several datasets from the Open
Graph Benchmark (OGB) (Hu et al., 2020). We first show
state-of-the art results on several datasets with the proposed
deep reversible GNN. We then apply the reversible GNN
framework to different GNN operators on the ogbn-arxiv
dataset. To show how mini-batch sampling can further aid
the training of deep GNNs, we compare full-batch and minibatch training of reversible GNNs on the ogbn-products
dataset. The data splits and evaluation metrics on all datasets
follow the OGB evaluation protocol. Mean and standard deviation are obtained across 10 trials. All the ablated models
use the same hyper-parameters (e.g. learning rate, dropout
rate, training epoch, etc.) and optimizers as the baseline
models. The implementation of all the reversible models is
based on PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and supports both
PyTorch Geometric (PyG) (Fey & Lenssen, 2019) and Deep
Graph Libray (DGL) (Wang et al., 2019a) frameworks.
4.1. State-of-the-art Results
We briefly describe two variants of our RevGNN with reversible connections, which reach new SOTA results on the
ogbn-proteins dataset of the OGB leaderboard (Hu et al.,
2020) (Table 1) at the time of submission. RevGNN-Deep
has 1001 layers and a channel size of 80. It outperforms
the previous SOTA method UniMP+CEF by 0.83% ROCAUC, while using only 10.5% of the GPU memory for
training. RevGNN-Wide uses 448 GNN layers and 224
hidden channels and significantly outperforms UniMP+CEF
by 1.33% ROC-AUC with about 29% of the GPU memory.
RevGNN-Deep uses the same training setting as mentioned
in Section 3.4. The RevGNN-Wide uses a larger dropout
rate of 0.2 to prevent overfitting. To boost the performance,
the results of RevGNN-Deep and RevGNN-Wide are obtained using multi-view inferences with 10 views on larger
subgraphs with a partition size of 3. We perform the inferences on a NVIDIA RTX A6000 (48GB). Please refer
to the supplement for the details of multi-view inference.
Larger and deeper models incur a cost in terms of training
and inference time. RevGNN-Deep and RevGNN-Wide
take 13.5 days and 17.1 days, respectively, to train for 2000
epochs on a single NVIDIA V100. Nonetheless, it is affordable for accuracy-critical applications in scientific research such as predicting protein structures (Senior et al.,
2020). We demonstrate that it is possible to train huge
over-parameterized GNN models on a single GPU. The
RevGNN-Wide model has 68.47 million parameters, which
is about half the size of the GPT language model (Radford

Table 1. Results on the ogbn-proteins dataset compared to
SOTA. RevGNN-Deep has 1001 layers with 80 channels each.
It achieves SOTA performance with minimal GPU memory for
training. RevGNN-Wide has 448 layers with 224 channels each. It
achieves the best accuracy while consuming a moderate amount of
GPU memory.

Model
GCN (Kipf & Welling)
GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al.)
DeeperGCN (Li et al.)
UniMP (Shi et al.)
GAT (Veličković et al.)
UniMP+CEF (Shi et al.)
Ours (RevGNN-Deep)
Ours (RevGNN-Wide)

ROC-AUC ↑ Mem ↓ Params
72.51 ± 0.35
77.68 ± 0.20
86.16 ± 0.16
86.42 ± 0.08
86.82 ± 0.21
86.91 ± 0.18

4.68
3.12
27.1
27.2
6.74
27.2

96.9k
193k
2.37M
1.91M
2.48M
1.96M

87.74 ± 0.13 2.86 20.03M
88.24 ± 0.15 7.91 68.47M

et al.). We believe that this is an important step forward in
developing over-parameterized GNNs for graphs.
Our RevGNNs also achieve new SOTA results on the ogbnarxiv dataset (see Table 2). RevGCN-Deep uses 28 GCN
(Kipf & Welling, 2017) layers with 128 channels each and
achieves an accuracy of 73.01%, while only using 1.84GB
of GPU memory. RevGAT-Wide uses 5 attention layers
with 3 heads and 356 channels for each head and outperforms the current top performer UniMP v2 (Shi et al.,
2020) (74.05% vs. 73.97%) while using about a third of the
memory (8.49GB vs. 25.0GB). RevGAT-SelfKD uses selfknowledge distillation (Zhang et al., 2019) with 5 attention
layers, 3 heads, and 256 channels each. The teacher models
achieve an accuracy of 74.02%. After training with distillation, the student models set a new SOTA with 74.26% test
accuracy. Please refer to the supplement for more details.
4.2. Application to Different GNN Operators
The proposed techniques are generic and can in principle
be applied to any SOTA GNN to further boost the performance with deeper and wider architectures while saving
GPU memory. We show this for the example of reversible
GNNs and build RevGNNs with different SOTA GNN operators: GAT (Veličković et al., 2018), GCN (Kipf & Welling,
2017), GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017), and ResGEN
(Li et al., 2020). We compare them to their non-reversible
residual counterparts on the ogbn-arxiv in Table 3. Since
ogbn-arxiv is much smaller than the ogbn-proteins, we are
able to run all experiments with full-batch training and report statistics across 10 training runs. We observe that all of
the RevGNNs consistently outperform their vanilla residual
counterparts with the same channel size. The RevGNNs
use less memory due to reversible connections and fewer
parameters due to grouping. We increase the channel size of
RevGNNs to roughly match the number of parameters of the
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Table 2. Results on the ogbn-arxiv dataset compared to SOTA.
RevGCN-Deep has 28 layers with 128 channels each. It achieves
SOTA performance with minimal GPU memory. RevGAT-Wide
has 5 layers with 1068 channels each. RevGAT-SelfKD denotes
the student models with 5 layers and 768 channels. It achieves
the best accuracy while consuming a moderate amount of GPU
memory.

ACC ↑

Model

GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al.) 71.49 ± 0.27
GCN (Kipf & Welling)
71.74 ± 0.29
DAGNN (Liu et al.)
72.09 ± 0.25
DeeperGCN (Li et al.)
72.32 ± 0.27
GCNII (Chen et al.)
72.74 ± 0.16
GAT (Veličković et al.)
73.91 ± 0.12
73.97 ± 0.15
UniMP v2 (Shi et al.)
Ours (RevGCN-Deep)
Ours (RevGAT-Wide)
Ours (RevGAT-SelfKD)

32GB

Full-Batch+RevGNN-160 (Ours)
76.43

GPU Memory (GB)

Full-batch+ResGNN-128 (Baseline)
Out of Memory
Mini-batch+ResGNN-128 (Baseline)
Mini-batch+RevGNN-160 (Ours)

24

81.31
73.25

16

78.42

78.77

78.77

78.71

78.03

81.81
66.96

81.05

67.89

77.08

8 72.98

79.16

0

1.99 219k
1.90 143k
2.40 43.9k
21.6 491k
17.0 2.15M
5.52 1.44M
25.0 687k

73.01 ± 0.31 1.84 262k
74.05 ± 0.11 8.49 3.88M
74.26 ± 0.17 6.60 2.10M

Out of Memory
32

Mem ↓ Params

1

3

80.79

11GB
81.27

7
14
Number of Layers

81.45

82.16

28

56

Figure 5. GPU memory consumption vs. number of layers for
ResGNN (Li et al., 2020) and RevGNN with full-batch and
mini-batch training on the ogbn-products. RevGNN uses constant memory for deeper networks with more parameters and better
performance. We use a width of 128 and 160 for ResGNN and
RevGNN, respectively, to ensure a similar number of parameters
per network depth. Datapoints are annotated with the accuracy
√
of the model and their size is proportional to p, where p is the
number of parameters.

corresponding ResGNNs, thus increasing the performance
gap further. For instance, the RevGCN with 28 layers and
180 channels reduces the memory footprint by more than
75% while improving the accurracy by 0.76%, as compared
to the ResGCN with 28 layers and 128 channels. Utilizing
label propagation, the RevGAT with 5 layers and 1068 channels (3 attention heads with 356 channels for each head)
achieves SOTA results on ogbn-arxiv.
4.3. Full-batch vs. Mini-batch Training
Our method is orthogonal to existing sampling-based approaches, which also reduce memory consumption. Hence,

Table 3. Results with different GNN operators on the ogbnarxiv. All GAT models use label propagation. #L and #Ch denote
the number of layers and channels respectively. Baselines are in
italic.

Model

#L

#Ch

ACC ↑

Mem ↓

Params

ResGCN
RevGCN
RevGCN

28
28
28

128
128
180

72.46 ± 0.29
73.01 ± 0.31
73.22 ± 0.19

11.15
1.84
2.73

491k
262k
500k

ResSAGE
RevSAGE
RevSAGE

28
28
28

128
128
180

72.46 ± 0.29
72.69 ± 0.23
72.73 ± 0.10

8.93
1.17
1.57

950k
491k
953k

ResGEN
RevGEN
RevGEN

28
28
28

128
128
180

72.32 ± 0.27
72.34 ± 0.18
72.93 ± 0.10

21.63
4.08
5.67

491k
262k
500k

ResGAT
RevGAT
RevGAT

5
5
5

768 73.76 ± 0.13
768 74.02 ± 0.18
1068 74.05 ± 0.11

9.96
6.30
8.49

3.87M
2.10M
3.88M

we can use our techniques in conjunction with mini-batch
training to further optimize memory. We conduct an ablation
study on the ogbn-products dataset (Hu et al., 2020) with
full-batch training and a simple random-clustering minibatch training for ResGNNs and RevGNNs. The test results
are reported in Figure 5 with full-batch inference. Compared to full-batch training, we find that mini-batch training
further reduces the memory consumption of RevGNN to
44% and improves its accuracy from 78.77% to 82.16%.
4.4. Analysis of Complexities
We have discussed the memory complexity of full-batch
GNNs, GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017), VR-GCN
(Chen et al., 2018b), FastGCN (Chen et al., 2018a), ClusterGCN (Chiang et al., 2019) and GraphSAINT (Zeng et al.,
2020) in the related work section, and the memory complexity of our Reversible GNN, Weight-tied GNN and DEQGNN in the methodology section. We summarize the theoretical memory complexity in Table 4, where L is the number of layers of the GNN, D is the size of hidden channels,
N is of the number of nodes in the graph, B is the batch size
of nodes and R is the number of sampled neighbors of each
node. K is the maximum Broyden iterations for equilibrium
GNNs. We only discuss the memory complexity for storing
intermediate node features in each layer since the memory
footprint of the network parameters is negligible. All prior
works suffer from memory consumption with respect to the
number of layers, while the memory consumption of our
methods is independent of the depth. Our methods can also
be combined with mini-batch sampling methods to further
reduce the memory complexity with respect to the number of nodes. We also include the parameter complexity
and time complexity in Table 4. Note that although the
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Table 4. Comparison of complexities. L is the number of layers, D is the number of hidden channels, N is of the number of nodes, B is
the batch size of nodes and R is the number of sampled neighbors of each node. K is the maximum Broyden iterations.

Method

Memory

Full-batch GNN
GraphSAGE
VR-GCN
FastGCN
Cluster-GCN
GraphSAINT
Weight-tied GNN

O(LN D)
O(RL BD)
O(LN D)
O(LRBD)
O(LBD)
O(LBD)
O(LN D)

RevGNN
WT-RevGNN
DEQ-GNN

O(N D)
O(N D)
O(N D)

O(LD2 )
O(D2 )
O(D2 )

O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 )
O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 )
O(K kAk0 D + KN D2 )

RevGNN + Subgraph Sampling
WT-RevGNN + Subgraph Sampling
DEQ-GNN + Subgraph Sampling

O(BD)
O(BD)
O(BD)

O(LD2 )
O(D2 )
O(D2 )

O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 )
O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 )
O(K kAk0 D + KN D2 )

time complexity of RevGNN is the same as for the vanilla
GNNs, it has a larger constant term. This is due to the input
that needs to be reconstructed during the backward pass.
Both the memory complexity and parameter complexity of
WT-RevGNN and DEQ-GNN is independent of L.
4.5. More Ablation Studies
Comparison with SGC & SIGN on Ogbn-products. We
compare RevGNN with SGC (Wu et al., 2019) and SIGN
(Frasca et al., 2020) on ogbn-products. The test accuracies
(%) of SGC, SIGN and RevGNN on ogbn-products are:
74.87 ± 0.25 (SGC), 77.60 ± 0.13 (SIGN) and 82.16 ± 0.15
(RevGNN) respectively. The results of SGC and SIGN are
obtained from the SIGN paper (Frasca et al., 2020). We train
the RevGNN with 56 layers and 160 hidden channels in a
random-clustering mini-batch training fashion. We find that
RevGNN outperforms SGC and SIGN by a large margin.
Results of RevGNN on Ogbg-ppa. We trained ResGNN
and RevGNN with 28 layers and similar number of parameters (∼ 2.3M) on the ogbg-ppa dataset. Both achieve around
77% test accuracy, but RevGNN uses only 16% GPU memory compared to ResGNN.
Comparison of Normalizations on Ogbg-molhiv. We
conduct an ablation study on ogbg-molhiv for comparing
using BatchNorm (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) or GraphNorm
(Cai et al., 2020) for RevGNN on graph property prediction.
We train RevGNN with 14 layers and 256 hidden channels. Dropout layers with a rate of 0.3 are used. Learnable
SoftMax aggregation functions (Li et al., 2020) are used
for message aggregation. The RevGNN with GraphNorm
achieves 78.62 ROC-AUC which outperforms the RevGNN
with BatchNorm (77.82 ROC-AUC) slightly.

Params

Time

O(LD2 )
O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 )
2
O(LD )
O(RL N D2 )
2
O(LD ) O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 + RL N D2 )
O(LD2 )
O(RLN D2 )
2
O(LD )
O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 )
O(LD2 )
O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 )
O(D2 )
O(L kAk0 D + LN D2 )

5. Conclusion and Discussion
This work addresses a fundamental bottleneck of current
deep GNNs: their high GPU memory consumption. We
investigate several techniques to reduce the memory complexity with respect to network depth (L) from O(L) to
O(1). In particular, reversible GNNs enable networks that
are an order of magnitude deeper than current SOTA models.
Since there is no memory cost associated with depth, the
width can be increased for additional representational power.
As a result, we can train over-parameterized networks that
significantly outperform current models on standard benchmarks while consuming less memory.
However, this comes at an additional cost in training time.
While this cost is less than 40%, it can extend the training
time by several days on very large datasets. In addition,
current GNNs are usually trained for thousands of epochs
to achieve SOTA performance. Reducing the training time
of GNNs is an interesting avenue for future research. Please
refer to the supplement for more details about the opportunities for future work and further discussion on topics
like gradient checkpointing, model parallelism, etc. In the
supplement, we also provide all the experimental details and
further ablation studies.
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